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Abstract
South Nahanni National Park comprises the S. Nahanni and Ram River basins, c.
38,000 km2 in area and extending from the continental divide (Yukon boundary) eastwards
to the margins of the Mackenzie River plains. Elevations range from 2500 masl (polar
desert ecozone) to 200 masl (boreal forest). Continuous permafrost conditions begin c.
600 masl. The geomorphic landscapes are exceptionally rich and diverse, including
(1) rugged Cordilleran glacial landforms (cirques, arêtes, horn peaks, etc.) in resistant
batholithic rocks of Cretaceous age in the west; (2) broader glacial troughs and V-form
fluvial tributaries in weak, structurally deformed Lower Paleozoic sedimentary strata in the
centre; (3) deep antecedent river canyons, stripped anticlines and synclines in stronger
Upper Paleozoic limestones and dolostones in the east, with (4) an inter-basin belt of karst
landforms and caves, the most accentuated reported in any sub-arctic or arctic region;
(5) thick deposits of sand, silt and clay in proglacial lakes created by Laurentide continental
ice blocking the river outlets to the Mackenzie plains: the deposits are terraced or dissected
and, in the last 25 years, beginning to display widespread slumping that is due to the
thawing of ground ice.
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15.1 South Nahanni National Park

A full transect of South Nahanni National Park from the
Backbone Ranges to the Mackenzie Valley at latitude 61°–
62°N is presented here. The topography and extent of the
Park (Fig. 15.1) are shown. It has a complicated founda-
tional history, being first suggested in the late 1960s to
protect against hydroelectric developments that were pro-
posed for the South Nahanni River below Virginia Falls. In
1972 a ‘Nahanni National Park Reserve’ corridor was
established along the river from Rabbitkettle Lake at the
edge of the batholithic rocks (‘Ragged Range’) downstream

to ‘The Splits’, a braided segment of the river just above the
community of Nahanni Butte on the junction with the Liard
River. One year earlier, the writer was invited to evaluate
newly discovered limestone caves in the First Canyon and
from that experience undertook to compile what was known
of the bedrock geology in the Reserve and study its geo-
morphology and hydrology, on behalf of Parks Canada
(Ford 1974a, b). Scotter et al. (1971) similarly appraised the
flora, fauna and ecological zoning. Based on this docu-
mentation, in 1978 the Reserve was inscribed as one of the
first four UNESCO World Heritage natural sites.

It was always the plan of Parks Canada to expand the
national park to encompass the conventional (topographi-
cally defined) drainage basin of South Nahanni River whenD.C. Ford (&)
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feasible (Gimbarzevsky et al. 1979). In 1974 the writer
advocated including the Ram River basin to the north of it in
addition because there was karstic groundwater flow of
unknown extent between the two basins (Ford 1972, 1974a;
Brook and Ford 1975). In 2009 the Ram basin and all of the
South Nahanni basin that is within the domain of the
Deh’cho First Nation were incorporated, and in 2012 that of
the Sahtu First Nation was added as the Naats’ihch’oh
National Park at the head of the basin. There are exclusions
around two mineral properties, Cantung (tungsten) on Flat
River, the principal south bank tributary of the South
Nahanni, and on Prairie Creek (zinc, lead, silver) an
important tributary on the north bank.

15.2 A Geomorphological Transect
from the Ragged Range to First Canyon

A trip of c. 300 km down the South Nahanni River from
Rabbitkettle Lake to The Splits exposes the voyager to a
singularly rich variety of erosional and depositional land-
forms—glacial, periglacial, fluvial, karstic, pseudo-karstic,
mass-wasted, even thermal: only aeolian dunes and coastal
cliffs seem to be missing from a representative global geo-
morphic typology—although there are blowouts in soft
sandstones southeast of First Canyon and careful search
around the margins of some of the large proglacial lakes that
formed during the Wisconsinan glaciation will probably turn

Fig. 15.1 The location and topographic features of the Nahanni
National Park, Northwest Territories, Canada. The blue lines denote the
hydrological boundaries of the South Nahanni and Ram River basins,
excluding only their downstream extremities. Following legislation in
2009 and 2012, they have also become the boundaries of the much

enlarged South Nahanni National Park (east of the Sahtu Settlement
line) and Naats’ihch’oh National Park (west). The black boundaries
denote ‘Nahanni National Park Reserve’, an initial protected area
established in 1972. Inset image NASA, Visible Earth
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up local wave-cut benches and cliffs. Space limitations
permit only a summary of some of the highlights here;
for more details, see Ford (1984, 2008) and Ford and
Worthington (2009).

15.2.1 Simplified Geology, Structure
and Glacial History

A highly schematic picture of the bedrock geology along the
transect is presented (Fig. 15.2). The Ragged Ranges are a
dissected batholith of Cretaceous age, composed chiefly of
massive and resistant quartz monzonites and granodiorites.
They were injected into, and greatly deformed, Lower
Paleozoic (Late Cambrian–Silurian) clastic and carbonate
strata totalling c. 2200 m that are now dominant in outcrop
between the Rabbitkettle hot springs and the middle of Third
Canyon. These strata are mostly thin-bedded limestones,
dolomites, sandstones, shales and calcareous shales that are
generally weak and readily erodible, especially in the valley
of the Flat River, but include the Sunblood Formation
(Middle Ordovician) which has a thick and resistant lime-
stone member at the base that supports Virginia Falls and
much of Third Canyon.

Further east the outcrops are dominated by resistant car-
bonates and sandstones of Devonian and Carboniferous age.
At the First and Second Canyons and beneath the main
sector of the Nahanni karstlands north of them, the base is
composed of two successive dolomite formations, the Arnica
and the Manetoe, with a total thickness of 1000 m or more.
The bedding is medium to massive, with visually striking
colour banding in some sub-units. Further north, these thick
and resistant dolomites are replaced by a similar thickness of
argillaceous limestones and calcareous shales (Headless and
Funeral formations) that are much weaker, with important
consequences for the development of the landforms.

The strata that host most of the karst landforms and all of
the known caves are limestones of the Nahanni Formation
(Middle Devonian), � 180 m of ideal karstic rock, pure,
thick- to massively bedded and resistant. Overlying it are c.
1500 m of recessive limestones, calcareous shales, shales,
mudstones and sandstones (Horn River, Fort Simpson, and
Yohin formations; Late Devonian–Carboniferous) that are
locally exposed in low cuestas in a syncline between First
Canyon and the Front Range. The sequence is concluded by
the Mattson Formation (Carboniferous), a classic red sand-
stone caprock: it supports the Tlogotsho Range, a fine
example of a dissected tundra plateau south of the Reserve,
but is not prominent elsewhere in the Park.

From air photograph analysis and excursions on foot
from bases along the South Nahanni River and in the eastern
Ram basin, Ford (1973, 1974a, b) reported that, during the
Quaternary glaciations, Cordilleran valley glaciers that
accumulated in the Ragged Ranges were able to extend
eastwards down the Reserve as far as the head of the Third
Canyon on the River. The Laurentide Ice Sheet, advancing
westwards up the Reserve, was halted at about 1400 masl on
Nahanni Plateau (the unroofed anticline entrenched by the
First Canyon, Fig. 15.2), but edged around it on lower
ground to the south to reach the exit of the Second Canyon
and abrade a low limestone spur there. The terrain in
between was part of the never-glaciated corridor found down
the central Mackenzies. Based on more recent images and
survey by helicopter, Duk-Rodkin and Lemmens (2000)
have proposed that in the Wisconsinan Glaciation there was
much deeper penetration by the Laurentide Ice Sheet and
that it met the Cordilleran glaciers as far upstream as Vir-
ginia Falls (see Figs. 15.1, 15.2): if that is correct, it must be
stressed that there is little or no morphological evidence of
glacial erosion in the landscapes of the corridor, which are
those of fluvial dissection, frost, glacilacustrine deposition
and its subsequent partial removal by rivers and streams.

Fig. 15.2 Schematic geologic
section of the park reserve from
the Ragged Range east to the
Front Range
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15.2.2 Alpine Morphology of the Ragged Range
and the Rabbitkettle Hotsprings
Mounds

The landscape of the Ragged Range around the western
extremities of the reserve is that of textbook ‘temperate’

mountain glaciation, namely cirques enclosed by arêtes and
horn peaks, U-shaped valleys, hanging valleys, etc. (e.g.
Fig. 15.3a). Many scenes are reminiscent of the classical
alpine landscape in granite around Chamonix, French Alps.
Elevations range between 700 and 1000 masl in the trunk
valley floors, rising to 2250–2750 masl at crest lines. Fresh

Fig. 15.3 a Hole-in-the-Wall valley at the eastern end of the Ragged
Range. b Rabbitkettle River draining from the Ragged Range. The two
white features in the centre are the hotsprings travertine mounds. c The

northern mound. d Fresh flowstone with gour dams (rimstone) on the
active sector of the mound
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(Wisconsinan) trimlines are 440–600 m above the floors, with
older and fainter evidences 40–80 mhigher in some instances.

There is a smaller outlier of the quartz monzonites a few
km to the east that rises only to 2100–2200 masl along its
crestline. It is downwind in the rain/snow shadow of the
Ragged Ranges. Its western slopes display glacial valleys of
the polar type (e.g. no wet-bottom glacier rotational
over-deepening that will leave tarns upon deglaciation) and
major solifluction lobes. The eastern slopes are dissected
into incipient cirque forms only, some much degraded by
frost because they were probably not occupied by ice during
the last regional glaciation. Alpine sculpting by source gla-
ciers here and further east in the reserve thus has been
strictly limited by aridity.

The Cordilleran valley glaciers were certainly able to
extend far to the east and southeast of their sources in the
Ragged Range (Fig. 15.1). The upper halves of both the
South Nahanni and the Flat River basins were originally
drained southwards into the valley of what is now Borden
Creek, and onwards into the Pacific Ocean. Glacial erosion
deranged their flow, breaching divides in the comparatively
soft Paleozoic rocks and directing it eastwards into the
Mackenzie River catchment via sharp elbows of capture.

The nature and evolution of the Rabbitkettle Hotsprings
Mounds are illustrated (Fig. 15.3b–d). The springs are the
most prominent of several groups that emerge from the
sedimentary rocks around the Ragged Range batholith and
which can be considered to represent the last vestiges of the
Cretaceous batholithic injection energy. The Rabbitkettle
Mounds are built of travertine (calcite) which precipitates
rapidly in the open air, forming flowstones with rimstone
dams (Fig. 15.3d). These are the largest such structures
known in Canada. The north mound, which looks like a
giant wedding cake (Fig. 15.3c), has a diameter of about
80 m, a depth of 15+ m and a mass of c. 15,000 m3. Water
flows out of two vents at its centre (620 masl) at a constant
21.5 °C. Total dissolved solids are steady in the range, 475–
550 mg/L expressed as CaCO3, and there is minor Mg plus
other elements in trace amounts (Brown and Wright 1979).
These values are above those expected in simple meteoric
karst waters at these latitudes. The D/H and 16O/18O isotope
ratios indicate that the waters are of meteoric origin but
enriched by exhalative CO2 from the pluton. The mean
annual environmental temperature here is estimated to be
below −5 °C, suggesting that the water is circulating to
depths in excess of 1500 m. However, this is hot karst in a
cold climate. Vagaries of the rimstone build-up redirect the
spilling waters from time to time, abandoning the fragile
travertine structures to frost action. Frost polygons of frag-
mented travertine shown appear just 15 m from the thermal
water outlet on the lesser south mound.

15.2.3 The Upper South Nahanni Valley
and Virginia Falls

Below Rabbitkettle Hotsprings South Nahanni River flows
for c. 100 km in a broad, rather straight valley in the weak
Lower Paleozoic sedimentary rocks, descending gently from
590 masl to 520 m at the top of Virginia Falls. The valley
form is highly modified by glacial action (Fig. 15.4a). Many
spurs are truncated by glacial scour; survivors display frag-
mentary ice marginal channel entrenchments up to 100 m in
depth, with modern karst sinkhole drainage where they are in
limestone. The upper valley sides are deeply dissected by
ravines. The valley floor is filled to unknown depths with
glacial and fluviglacial deposits, topped off with glacila-
custrine silts that are now shallowly entrenched by the
modern flood plain (Fig. 15.4c). There are some spectacular
meanders in the channel (Fig. 15.4d).

The crests of the enclosing mountains are generally less
than 1850 masl, too low to support source glaciers in the
shadow of the Ragged Range. The South Nahanni valley
was repeatedly invaded by Cordilleran valley glaciers from
the Ragged Range (Fig. 15.4a). The Sunblood hills, by
contrast and immediately adjacent, display simple V-form
fluvial entrenchments with solar aspect modifications attri-
butable to periglacial processes (Fig. 15.4b). They are a part
of the unglaciated corridor country in the park.

Virginia Falls and gorge (Fig. 15.5) include the high falls
(90 m in height) and the low falls (52 m). With the rapids
above, the total fall is about 110 m. In the summer season
base flow over the falls is c. 500 m3/s, rising to � 1500 m3/s
in the heaviest rain storms.

The falls and gorge were created by a mixture of
entrenchment and knickpoint recession in the resistant Vir-
ginia Falls Member of the Sunblood Formation, which here
is dipping c. 8° in the downstream direction. A first falls was
created by recession to the arrow (Fig. 15.5a). It and the
gorge were then buried beneath sediments of Glacial Lake
Nahanni to c. 560 masl, 40 m above the top of the rapids.
When exhuming the gorge after the lake had drained, the
new river channel was offset some 600 m north of the buried
falls and has since carved a new gorge by knickpoint
recession from them to its present position. The buried falls
have become the portage route.

15.2.4 Glacial Lake Nahanni and Glacial Lake
Tetcela Landscapes

Advances of the Laurentide Ice Sheet into the Mackenzie
Mountains obstructed the eastwards flow of the rivers,
backing them up as narrow lakes along the valleys until they
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Fig. 15.4 Four scenes in the upper valley of the South Nahanni River.
a A view looking southeast down the valley from the crest of the ridge
on its northern side. Glaciers have removed most spurs, straightening the
course. The floor is deeply infilled. b View north from the same camera

position reveals a V-form fluvial and periglacial landscape with no
morphological evidence of glacier action. c Wetlands on the floodplain.
There were four moose in the ponds when this shot was taken on a hot
day. d A shapely delta fan and meanders on the upper river

Fig. 15.5 Virginia Falls. a Aerial view looking down the recessional gorge. The arrow indicates the location of the falls before they were
inundated by Glacial Lake Nahanni. b The modern falls seen from below. c Geology of the Falls (Ford 1984)
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were able to overspill to the north or south. There are
abundant evidences of two such lakes in the original reserve.
First was Glacial Lake Nahanni, which rose to c. 600 masl to
overspill southwards via Mary Creek. It then had a maxi-
mum depth of 360 m (Ford 1974b). Weirich (1978) suggests
that this lake basin filled at least twice, with a lengthy period
of erosion occurring in between. Following both events,
Glacial Lake Tetcela (named for Tetcela River in the Yohin
syncline between First Canyon and the Front Range) rose to
c. 400 masl and discharged to the north via Fishtrap Creek.
It had a maximum depth of about 200 m but shrank con-
siderably when its outlet was eroded, lowering the water
level to c. 275 masl.

Large volumes of glacilacustrine sediments were depos-
ited in both lakes, then exposed and dissected as they were

drained. Their yields of fines still keep the South Nahanni
waters turbid below Virginia Falls today. Glacial Lake
Nahanni deposits are best seen between the Falls and Third
Canyon and, especially, in the gentle relief of the lower
reaches of the Flat River. As a result of the prevalence of
shaley strata and quieter backwater conditions in a broader
lake there, the deposits tend be darker and more regularly
bedded than on the South Nahanni (Fig. 15.6a). Silt and clay
are predominant. Weirich (1978) mapped five well-formed
terraces in them, created as the river cut down to its modern
level of 450 masl from a paleo-lake floor at 580–550 m.
Along the South Nahanni itself, there are thick but poorly
bedded deposits of buff-coloured silts with drop-stones, in
some places resting upon bedrock or discontinuous patches
of till above the modern waterline, at others extending to

Fig. 15.6 Views of dissected proglacial lake sediments in the Reserve.
a Dark, thin-bedded deposits of Glacial Lake Nahanni along Flat River.
b Typical dissection of the poorly bedded buff silts with drop-stones
that are dominant along the South Nahanni River between the falls and

Third Canyon. Here, the base of the silts is below the level of the
modern floodplain. c A delta fan of darker sediments buried by the buff
silts. d Glacial Lake Tetcela sediments at 400 masl entrenched by a
spillway in the Fishtrap River valley
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unknown depths below it (Fig. 15.6b). A deltaic deposit of
darker silts is seen beneath the buff sediments at one point
(Fig. 15.6c).

Deposits of later Glacial Lake Tetcela can be traced to the
head of Third Canyon but are visually impressive only in
Deadmen Valley between the First and Second Canyons and
in the Yohin synclinal lowlands downstream of them
(Fig. 15.6d). In Deadmen Valley1 they are partly destroyed
by a spectacular delta where Prairies Creek discharges from
the mountains on the north bank (Fig. 15.7) and are buried by
periglacial sludge from shales beneath the Mattson sand-
stones on the south bank. Where preserved near the mouth of
Second Canyon, there is active rotational slumping into the
river: the silts here are well drained as a consequence and
support the best wild raspberries in the Reserve, a finding that
has not escaped the notice of the local grizzly bears.

Downstream of First Canyon the Tetcela sediments lap
upon and partly bury some earlier kame-and-kettle dead ice
topography containing lenses of gravels. Sinkholes formed
in the lake silts where the latter could be piped away through
the gravel are the finest examples of this form of
pseudo-karst that the writer has seen in Canada. In a narrow
strip between the river and Yohin Lake there are more than
forty funnel-shaped sinkholes, 20–200 m in diameter and 6–
30 m in depth. They may be dry or partly water-filled.
Amalgamation has created three larger closed depressions
about 800 m in length. Further east the c. 400 masl Glacial
Lake Tetcela floor is beautifully preserved on the west side
of the Fishtrap River valley but destroyed on the east side by
the final spillway of the glacial retreat sequence (Fig. 15.6d).

15.2.5 The Antecedent River Canyons

The antecedent canyons in the expanded park are the finest
known to the writer anywhere in Canada. First, Second and
Third Canyons on South Nahanni River (named in that order

Fig. 15.7 Deadmen Valley, a synform between First Canyon (right)
and Second Canyon. Prairie Creek dissects the western flank for the
First Canyon antiform with an antecedent canyon. The creek delta is the
finest seen in the Reserve and of notable ecological interest. Glacial

Lake Tetcela deposits at c. 400 masl are preserved to its right. In the
foreground, these deposits are buried by periglacial sludge from shales
below Tlogotsho Plateau, which is beneath the aircraft

1The somewhat ominous place names in this part of the Park
(‘Deadmen Valley’, ‘Headless Range’, ‘Funeral Range’, ‘Sombre
Range’) may be traced to mishaps that befell white explorers at the
beginning of the twentieth century; see Patterson (1966).
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by western explorers coming up-river) are the longest and
deepest, but there are other impressive examples where Ram
River crosses Ram Plateau, and on lesser tributaries such as
Meilleur River, Clearwater Creek and Prairie Creek. Most
are carved directly across rising structural antiforms, but
Prairie Creek is incised along the strike of the First
Canyon/Nahanni Plateau anticline (as seen in Fig. 15.7).

Asymmetric (or in-growing) meandering river entrench-
ment across rising land is illustrated in principle (Fig. 15.8)
and in the Nahanni canyons themselves (Figs. 15.9, 15.10).
Third Canyon is developed in the Sunblood rocks and weaker
limestone shales above them (Fig. 15.8c). Strictly fluvial
morphology is maintained to c. 900 m above the River
(where mass wasting processes take over), but a greater

Fig. 15.8 a, b Illustrating the nature of antecedence and in-growing
meander entrenchment. c An in-growing spur in Sunblood Formation
dolomites, Third Canyon. d In the Devonian limestone and dolomite,

the in-growing spur of Second Canyon. Its crest is 1320 m above the
modern river
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verticality in the entrenchment between 600 and 650 masl
may be attributed to some trimming of these comparatively
weak strata by the waters of Glacial Lake Nahanni. The other
canyons do not display this effect. ‘The Gate’ is a famous
cut-off of a hairpin meander at modern river level in Third
Canyon that probably began as a cavern through the resistant
Virginia Falls beds of the Sunblood Formation. The eastern
cut-off, in shaley rocks, is 230 m above the river today.

Second Canyon begins with a straight section where the
River follows the strike of a major overthrust in the Nahanni
limestone, then turns across the thrust axis to entrench it
(Fig. 15.8d). The simple symmetrical spur created by this
entrenchment rises 1320 m above the modern river channel,
which itself is perched on an unknown depth of glacilacus-
trine sediments: it is the greatest single testament to sus-
tained antecedent entrenchment in the park.

A majority of voyagers consider First Canyon to be the
most impressive. It is carved across the steeply plunging
nose of the First Canyon/Nahanni Plateau anticline
(Fig. 15.10a). A southerly channel diversion of only 10 km

in Deadmen Valley would have carried the river around the
anticline in lowlands instead. The length of the modern
channel is 26 km. The 9-km-long western cut-off at 490 m
above the river and the eastern of 6 km at 150 m increase the
length of the original antecedence to c. 41 km. The Nahanni
limestone dips down to form vertical cliffs at river level at
each end of the canyon (Fig. 15.10c, e). In between, the
Arnica and Manetoe dolomites form steep to vertical cliffs
with impressive talus slopes below (Fig. 15.10d). Occa-
sional landslides expose remnants of the buff Glacial Lake
Tetcela sediments beneath the darker talus. Fluvial mor-
phology relief extends to c. 1200 m above the river.

Nobedrock is exposed anywhere in the river channel in these
canyons. Instead, the river maintains a steady gradient of 1.3–
1.5 m/km on a veneer of bedload (including large boulders)
resting on Glacial Lake Tetcela silts of unknown depth. Local
rapids and riffles along the river course are due to build-out of
gravel deltas by local tributary streams and are short-lived.

The course of the Ram River across Ram Plateau (a
beautifully symmetrical anticline) is distinctly different (see

Fig. 15.9 Meander form of
First, Second and Third Canyons
on the South Nahanni River, and
Ram Canyon on Ram River; see
the text for details (From Ford
1991)
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Fig. 15.9). Only at its centre, which would be the first
uplifted part to be encountered by a meandering antecedent
river, is asymmetric entrenchment. Both the east and west
ends are straight, which is attributed to the onset of Qua-
ternary cold conditions greatly increasing the volumes of
bedload to be transported (Ford 1991). The western straight
section was later infilled with deltaic sediments (Glacial
Lake Sundog—see 15.4), and post-glacial flow was diverted
northwards to re-enter the mid-canyon at a high falls that has
receded as a knickpoint to create ‘Scimitar Canyon’, a most
spectacular youthful feature (see Sect. 15.3.6). There are
bedrock falls in the Ram Canyon channel in its eastern
straight sector as well, plus landslides and moraine ridges
that leave no doubt that the Laurentide ice intruded into it:
such features are not seen in the South Nahanni River
canyons.

15.3 Karstlands of the Nahanni and Ram
Basins

15.3.1 Tectonic and Physiographic Settings

The structural features of the eastern Park are bold and
simple (Fig. 15.10a). The three anticlines are broad, sym-
metrical domal forms with gentle stratal dips. Ram Plateau
retains a cover of the Nahanni Limestone, which passes
beneath limestone shales of the Horn River Formation north
of the river canyon. The limestone is removed from the crest
of the First Canyon/Nahanni Plateau anticline, exposing the
Arnica dolomites there. The Tower anticline is gutted. It is
most important to appreciate that these structures have been
active during neotectonic times. The epicentre of the stron-
gest earthquake experienced anywhere in continental Canada

Fig. 15.10 a Highly schematic diagram of the anticlines and synclines
in the eastern park, noting the location of principal karst areas and
springs. b Air photograph view of First Canyon showing both cut-off
meanders and the beginning of karst corridor entrenchment of the
Nahanni Limestone in the eastern half. Lafferty Canyon is the deep
tributary on the north side. c The river entering First Canyon anticline.
Nahanni Limestone (buff) is seen on the flank, but has been eroded off

of the top. d Resistant Arnica and Manetoe dolomites support great
cliffs in the centre of First Canyon. e On the east flank of the anticline
the Nahanni Limestone dips beneath clastic rocks in the Yohin
syncline. The Nahanni Front range is seen in the far background. Grotte
Andre is typical of the relict stream caves stranded by uplift of the
anticline
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during the past 50 years (Richter 6.9 in 1987) was at shallow
depth on the Ram anticlinal trend 40 km further north; it
triggered a major landslide in the limestone there.

At its greatest extent the Laurentide Ice Sheet buried Ram
Plateau and the Sundog syncline and extended up to eleva-
tions of c. 1400 masl on the eastern flanks of the First
Canyon and Tower anticlines (Ford 1974a, Brook 1976). In
a later stage, ice advanced up the syncline to a terminus
south of the northern springs (Fig. 15.10a), impounding
proglacial ‘Lake Sundog’ at c. 900 m asl to the north.
Deposition of up to 100 m of lacustrine silts buried much
pre-existing karst there. The lake drained abruptly at some
time after 40 ka BP (based on a 14C date of tree wood in the
silts—A. Duk-Rodkin, personal communication 2006): it cut
a broad spillway through the silts and into the top of the karst
beneath it, including some channeled scablands forms.

Karst landforms are found scattered for 50 km along a
broad belt from eastern First Canyon to ‘Bubbling Springs’
at the head of Sundog Creek, a major tributary of Ram River
(Fig. 15.10a). There are also the ruins of a once extensive
karst terrain on the Tower anticline, lesser displays west of it
and on the oldest exposed parts of Ram Plateau to the east.
Together, they amount to the most accentuated and mor-
phologically diverse karst features that the writer is aware
anywhere in the arctic and sub-arctic regions of our planet.

15.3.2 The Relict Caves of First Canyon

More than 200 relict karst solution caves (i.e. caves drained
of their formative waters) have been found in the region, but
most are sealed off within a few metres of their entrances by
ground ice, fallen rock or frozen lacustrine silts. The
lengthiest open systems are preserved along the north (up
dip) wall of First Canyon, near its mouth (Fig. 15.11). Their
form is of dendritic drainage, from the sink points of streams
flowing from shale cover that is now largely or entirely
removed. Flow was down-dip into the river channel at and
just below the contemporary water tables. A first example,
Grotte Valerie, has two kilometres of passages now stranded
in cliffs 450 m above the river. It has partial fillings of
lacustrine silts, and winnowings of an older till cemented by
calcite (Ford 1973). The cave entrances are south-facing
with the result that, in the summer, cold air drains from a low
exit, sucking in warm air to replace it through an entry that is
40 m higher. This creates (1) a ‘warm entrance cave’ (+6 to
+1 °C in summer) where there is active deposition of small
calcite speleothems today; this supplies moist air to (2) a
‘cool exit cave’ (0 to −1.5 °C) covered with ice and hoar
frost: behind and below both is (3) a ‘permafrost cave’
receiving only the cold air of winter, dry and dusty, without
speleothems or ice but preserving the remains of 80 or more
wild sheep (Figs. 15.11b–c). It is an exceptional example of

cold climate zonation in a cave (Ford and Williams 2007,
294–298). Nearby, Grotte Mickey has more than three
kilometres of galleries at several different levels between 250
and 400 m above the river. This multi-level, multi-phase
pattern points to extended development that kept pace with
the entrenchment of First Canyon for a long while
(Schroeder 1977, 1979).

An important feature of these caves and some in the
Labyrinth (below) is the occurrence of large, highly orna-
mented stalagmites, columns and flowstones of calcite. They
are no longer growing (modern growth is limited to very
small deposits without ornamentation), and most are
weathered, partly eroded by invading streams or shattered by
freezing. They are indicative of warmer conditions in the
past which (allowing for cave truncation by cliff recession
since) extended much further into cave interiors than today.
There was abundant uranium in the cover shales which,
re-precipitated in the calcite, has made the speleothems
particularly suitable for U series dating. This region saw
much of the pioneer dating work as a consequence (e.g.
Harmon et al. 1977). The large majority of samples proved
to be >350 ka BP in age (the limit of the dating method
using 1970s alpha spectrometer technology), although they
were <1.25 Ma. The first application of U series speleothem
dating to a geomorphic problem was by the writer, who
showed that the mean rate of South Nahanni River
entrenchment below Grotte Valerie could not be more than
0.8 m/ka and that there had been possibly as much as 350 m
of uplift on the First Canyon anticlinal axis since c. 1.5 Ma
BP (Ford 1973). Work in progress at time of writing, using
much improved spectrometry with laser ablation technology,
has determined that Sample 72030 of frost-shattered flow-
stone from Grotte Valerie (Fig. 14.11e) grew briefly around
120 ± 0.6 ka BP, 356 ± 6 ka BP and during at least six
warm climate episodes between 596 ± 12 and 695 ± 14 ka
BP (Smith et al. 2011): growth had begun before this, but the
base of the sample is too weathered to be used. In the near
future, speleothem dating and stable isotope analysis at
Nahanni and similar sites will determine much of the cli-
matic history of the past one million years or more in the
Canadian North.

15.3.3 Springs

The main belt of karst terrain (Fig. 15.10a) drains to just two
sets of springs. At the north end, ‘Bubbling Springs’
(700 masl) rise where the stratigraphic top of the Nahanni
Limestone dips under impermeable cover shales in the
Sundog syncline. They drain perhaps the northern one-third
of the belt, with discharges >10 m3/s during wet summer
spells. In contrast, ‘White Spray’, the southern springs,
discharge at 240 masl in First Canyon, from dolomites that
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are stratigraphically c. 580 m below the base of the Nahanni
Limestone. Most of their discharge is into the river bed and
is strong enough to keep this stretch of the river free of ice
throughout the winter, a unique feature; ‘White Spray’ itself,

spouting from a cliff foot a few metres above the river is
merely a summer overflow spring. These springs must drain
much of the First Canyon dome, including Canal Canyon
(30 km in length and up to 1000 m deep) where a stream

Fig. 15.11 Scenes from Grotte Mickey and Grotte Valerie in the First
Canyon. These are relict stream caves now raised high above the river
in the canyon walls. a The portal of Grotte Mickey, looking down on
the river (photograph courtesy of Jacques Schroeder). b Glacilacustrine
silts on the floor of the main passage, Grotte Valerie. c Looking down
into the permafrost cave, occupied by a lake of cold, stagnant winter air.

d Flowstone sample 72030 was a frost-shattered clast collected in situ a
few metres from the scene in (c). U series and U–Pb dating reveal that it
grew intermittently between 120 and c. 700 ka BP; see the text for
details. e Hoarfrost and floor ice in the (airflow) downstream sector of
Grotte Valerie. Photograph taken by the writer in 1973; in 2014 the ice
was reported to be highly degraded by regional warming
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sinks into both bedrock and alluvial fill behind a blocking
terminal moraine (Fig. 15.12). Dye traces from there
(Fig. 15.10a) and a lake further north proved underground
flow of 21+ km at mean rates >3500 m/day on a hydraulic
gradient of 0.03 (Ford and Worthington 2009). Although no
enterable caves have been found in them yet, the dolomites
can thus develop integrated systems of underground solu-
tional conduits quite rapidly.

15.3.4 The Nahanni Labyrinth

The Nahanni Labyrinth is in a spillway of Glacial Lake Sun-
dog where the outflow has partially exhumed and modified a
pre-existing, rugged karst terrain in the Nahanni Limestone
that was buried by >100 m of lacustrine silts (Fig. 15.13a,
Area A). East of the labyrinth a plateau on the Horn River
limestone shales that rises above the glacial lake level is pitted
with large and deep solutional and collapse sinkholes

(Fig. 15.13a, Area B). West of it in Area C the silt still buries
the limestone karst but is drained into it by suffosion sinkholes.
Area A is the largest example of karstic labyrinth morphology
reported in the Northern Hemisphere. The outstanding land-
forms are dissolutional corridors (‘streets’) that follow major
joints (Brook 1976, Brook and Ford 1978). Individual corri-
dors are 20–100 m deep, 15–100 m wide and up to 6 km in
length. For a distance of 13 km they intersect one another to
form a natural labyrinth. The walls recede from frost shatter-
ing, causing some parallel corridors to amalgamate into
broader closed depressions, like squares in a pattern of city
streets; the greatest measures 800 � 400 m. Isolated towers
are preserved within them. Floor profiles of corridors and
squares are highly irregular, with local streams sinking into
depressions between talus accumulations or into bedrock
shafts. In the labyrinth and elsewhere on the limestone are
large, vertical-walled sinkholes and smaller, elliptical solu-
tional shafts (Fig. 15.13c). Many trap the water of successive
melt seasons, its depth increasing slowly until pressure bursts

Fig. 15.12 Looking west up Canal Canyon in the east flank of First
Canyon anticline. The canyon is aggraded by alluvial and colluvial
deposits behind a moraine ridge blocking its mouth. All of the ponds

are sinkholes that pipe water into Nahanni limestone and Arnica
dolomite. The outlet springs are 19 km to the south in the floor of First
Canyon
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an ice plug below and the features then drain with catastrophic
rapidity. Raven Lake, an unusually large doline within a
corridor (Fig. 15.13b), is 300 m in length and 130 m deep;
under flood conditions waters rise >75 m at rates up to
3 m/day. At the north end of the labyrinth the shale cover and
glacilacustrine silts encroach to reduce the limestone outcrop
to a narrow spillway with three small (<2.5 km2) but elegant
poljes developed in it. Brook (1976) showed that the lake and
poljes function as one well-integrated karst groundwater
system draining to Bubbling Springs.

Relict caves in the Labyrinth include some with spe-
leothems known to be >350 ka BP in age. Glacial Lake
Sundog drained <40,000 years ago (Duk-Rodkin, op. cit).

The extent to which the pre-existing surface karst landforms
were increased in density and enlarged in size by catas-
trophic flood burst processes such as those described in the
Channeled Scablands in the state of Washington (Baker
2010) remains incompletely determined but was likely
substantial.2

15.3.5 Tower Anticline Contrasted with Tower
Syncline and Ram Plateau

The limestone morphologies on the northern structures
(Fig. 15.10a) offer some striking contrasts with each other
and with that in the main karst belt (including the Labyrinth)
to the south. Tower anticline was upraised and stripped of its
cover of Horn River limestone shales at broadly the same
time as the First Canyon anticline, probably Late Miocene–
Pliocene. But it did not have the strong, karstifiable dolo-
mites of First Canyon in support beneath the limestone. Due
to lateral facies changes there are weak calcareous shale
strata of the Headless and Funeral formations instead. Tower
anticline developed an extensive plateau epikarst with

Fig. 15.13 a Air photograph covering the Nahanni Karst Labyrinth in
the Sundog syncline; see the text for identification of the numbered and
lettered features. b Raven Lake, a sinkhole in the Nahanni Limestone,

300 m long and 130 m deep, seen here with c. 40 m of summer flood
water. c Multiple sinkholes and a closed depression 800 m in length in
the labyrinth (photograph courtesy of Paul Sanborn)

2*Pb:U dating of speleothem samples from this area of the Nahanni
karst is just beginning. In a first result Professor Jon Woodhead
(Geology, University of Melbourne) has reported an age of 2.32 +/-
0.02 Ma from Sample 73052 (Woodhead, personal communication,
March 2016). This was a fragment of frost-shattered flowstone from a
relict cave three km south of the Labyrinth and just above the level of
Glacial Lake Sundog. This age indicates that, at the beginning of the
Quaternary here, there was well-established karst with at least some
river caves that were already abandoned.
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Fig. 15.14 Three scenes in the
gutted karst on Tower anticline.
a Looking down into the Sundog
syncline across glaciated
pavement with dolines on the
well-preserved southeast end of
the structure. b Relict pavement
on the gutted crest of the
anticline. c A final remnant at the
western end
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limestone pavement and dolines that are preserved (with
glacial scour up to 1200 masl) at the east end (Fig. 15.14a).
To the west, the plateau and its karst have been almost
entirely destroyed by headward and lateral enlargement of
flash flood canyons in the underlying shales (Fig. 15.14b, c).

In strongest contrast to the geomorphic evolution on
Tower anticline, stripping of the overlying Horn River
limestone shales came significantly later in the Tower syn-
cline because of its lower elevation, and on Ram Plateau
because the tectonic uplift there came later to due to its more
easterly location (as noted in Fig. 15.9). The consequences
appear to have been that exposure of the limestone largely
occurred under permafrost climatic conditions (Ford 2008).
Except in a few places of early stripping, karst groundwater
systems could not be established in the Nahanni Limestone

before the rock became frozen. Instead of karst, classical
consequent stream channel patterns with canyons were
carved into the dipping limestone slopes on both the syncline
and anticline (Fig. 15.15).

15.3.6 Scimitar Canyon

As noted, the upstream end of Ram Canyon was infilled with
glacial and proglacial sediments from the Sundog syncline
(Crosbie 1978). After the proglacial lake there had drained,
the new Ram River took a lengthy hairpin course north of
the buried canyon before returning to it via a spillway
through the Horn River strata (Fig. 15.16a). This discharged
over the northern limestone wall of the canyon as a waterfall

Fig. 15.15 a Stripping the weak Horn River limestone shales off of
the resistant Nahanni limestone; a scene in the chutes of Ram River at
its entry to the Sundog syncline. b The Nahanni limestone at the head
of the Tower syncline, stripped of its shale cover and dissected by

consequent canyons (photograph courtesy of Steve Worthington).
c The same morphogenetic situation occurs on the southern half of the
Ram Plateau anticline (photograph courtesy of Paul Sanborn)
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approximately 150 m in height. The falls have since
retreated five kms, creating the spectacular ‘Scimitar Can-
yon’ (Fig. 15.16b) which breaks into multiple knickpoints at
its head.

Karst capture is in process of returning much of Ram
River to its original routes into the head of Ram Canyon,
however. There are fresh springs spouting from limestone

cliffs there that are probably taking all of the base flow of the
river. Adjoining tracts of higher terrain on the Horn River
and glacilacustrine sediment surfaces are also becoming
karstified because the groundwater hydraulic gradients
through the underlying limestone into the canyon are steep;
the process is being abetted by widespread thawing of
permafrost.

Fig. 15.16 a View looking
south from the head of Scimitar
Canyon. The broad entrenchment
is in Horn River rocks, the slot
below in the Nahanni Limestone.
Some very fresh landslides can be
seen on the right where
permafrost is thawing in the upper
Horn River slopes. b Scimitar
limestone canyon, here about
120 m deep; see the text for
details
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15.3.7 The Castellated Karst

Some more complex geologic structure is preserved where
tectonic forces of the Prairie Overthrust and First Canyon
anticline merge near the entry of Ram River into the Sundog
syncline (Fig. 15.10a). On ridges above 1150 masl there are
many attractive tors in the limestone, their morphology
changing as the dip of the resistant beds ranges from hori-
zontal through steep to vertical. It is invigorating walking
country above treeline where the writer’s favourite tor is
located, a natural version of an Iron Age fortress
(Fig. 15.17).

15.4 Impacts of Global Warming?

To conclude with a further personal note the writer saw much
of the Nahanni landscape each summer, 1971–1977, and then
again in the summers of 2006–2010. In the former period the
only thawing permafrost observed in the reserve and the karst
occurred where river channels were eroding their banks in
frost-susceptible soils (only two examples). Over 2006–2010
forty-four landslides caused by ground ice melt were noted in
the area of the Sundog glacial silts or underlying Horn River
shales alone. None of these were due to river action. The
largest single example is illustrated (Fig. 15.18).

Fig. 15.17 ‘The Iron Age Fort’, a fine example of tor development with permafrost creep features in the Castellated Karst
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